.01–.03  Standard subdivisions
   As modified in notation 001–003 from table under 930–990
   (If optional notation 734–739 from Table 2 is chosen, use 973.01–973.03 for
   historical periods, and 973.001–973.003 for standard subdivisions)

.04  Ethnic and national groups
   As modified in notation 004 from table under 930–990
   (If optional notation 734–739 from Table 2 is chosen, use 973.04 for
   historical periods, and 973.004 for standard subdivisions)

.05–.09  Standard subdivisions
   As modified in notation 005–009 from table under 930–990
   (If optional notation 734–739 from Table 2 is chosen, use 973.05–973.09 for
   historical periods, and 973.005–973.009 for standard subdivisions)